Below in accordance with IRG resolution M31.6 is the IRG proposed revision to Annex S of ISO/IEC 10646: 2003. This document is produced in accordance with the WG2 resolution M51.36.

1) Changes to S.1.3.2
On page 1409, change the text “from the most superior node” to “from the top level”. Also, in Figure S.2, remove the box and remove the label “most superior node”.

2) Addition to S.1.4.2
In section S.1.4.2 after /uni5CF0/uni5CEF/uni834A/uni8346, add the text:-

When the ideograph consists of two horizontally aligned components, a difference of the last stroke of the left-hand component going beneath the right-hand component should not warrant separate encoding, as in the case of the source glyphs for U+34F3:

\[ \text{G T} \]

U+34F3 剷 剷

3) Addition of two subsections in S.1.5
3.1 On page 1410, add a subsection S.1.5 (i) after S.1.5 (h) with the following text:-

i) Addition or omission of a minor stroke

\[ \text{歩・歩, 者・者, 臭・臭, 専・専, 為・為} \]

3.2 On page 1410 after S.1.5 (j), add the following text and images:-
k) miscellaneous

4) Add a section heading

Before the words “In accordance with the unification procedures described in clause S.1 ...” on page 1415(after the horizontal line) add the sub-heading “S.4 Non-unification examples”. Furthermore, remove the horizontal line.